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The internal mode structure of a precursor with the tearing-parity structure of the locked-mode-like instability
is investigated. For the first time, the Thomson scattering system with high temporal and spatial resolution enables
us to find the non-rotating temperature flattening region in the torus outboard side in addition to the rotating island
during the slowing-down phase. Additionally, the width of the flattening region is 10% normalized by the plasma
minor radius. Furthermore, the radial profiles of the pressure degradation during the slowing-down phase are
evaluated. At the beginning of the slowing-down phase, the pressure degradation area is located slightly inside
the resonant surface. After that, the peak location moves to the core region. Finally, the degradation area peaks
at the plasma center.
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1. Introduction
The locked-mode-like instability related to the plasma
collapse appears when the plasma current increasing the
rotational transform increases in the low magnetic shear
configuration of the Large Helical Device (LHD) [1–3]. In
such discharges, the ideal interchange mode is considerably unstable [4]. The locked-mode-like instabilities are
categorized into two types depending on the internal mode
structure of the precursor [5]. An interchange-type precursor has a radial displacement profile similar to the interchange mode. On the other hand, a tearing-type precursor
has a profile similar to the tearing mode [6, 7]. For both
instabilities, the precursor frequency decreases to zero;
furthermore, when its frequency is almost zero, the nonrotating mode rapidly grows, and the core pressure gradient rapidly decreases. It should be noted that the onset
regimes of the two instabilities in the diagram of the beta
value and the magnetic shear are diﬀerent [5].
In previous works, the physical mechanism of the
slowing-down related to the plasma collapse in the lockedmode-like instability has been investigated. In the discharges with the error field, it was found that the slowingdown occurs due to the j × B torque caused by the interaction between the external static resonant magnetic perturbation (RMP) and the perturbed current induced by the pre-

cursor of either instabilities [8]. On the other hand, the internal mode structure of the precursor during the slowingdown phase has also been investigated. The qualitative difference in the mode structure of the interchange-type precursor and the tearing-type precursor was observed via the
electron cyclotron emission measurement, the soft X-ray
measurement, and the CO2 laser interferometry [1, 6].
In the LHD, the fine electron pressure profile can be
obtained using the Thomson scattering (TS) system with
high spatial resolution (∼0.02 m along the major radius)
[9]. This diagnostic is called the conventional TS system.
Therefore, the narrow pressure flattening around the resonant surface has been successfully observed. On the other
hand, it is diﬃcult to evaluate the radial profile of the pressure fluctuation due to the MHD instability because the
frequency of the fluctuation often exceeds several hundred
Hz. The frequency is much higher than that of the conventional TS system (∼33 Hz). However, a high-repetitionrate Nd:YAG laser has been recently installed in the LHD
for the new TS system (which is referred to as the fast TS
system). This fast TS system enables us to obtain the rapid
change of the electron temperature profile with high spatial resolution and evaluate the radial profile of the electron
temperature fluctuation due to the precursor.
In this work, the electron temperature fluctuations due
to the tearing-type precursor of the locked-mode-like in-
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stability were obtained using the fast TS system with a
short time interval of 1 kHz, and the fine mode structures
in the middle part and last part of the slowing-down phase
were evaluated. In addition, the eﬀects of the precursor
and the rapid growth of the non-rotating island on the timeaveraged pressure profile were also investigated.

2. Experimental Setup
In the LHD configuration, the core rotational transform increases, and the magnetic shear decreases with the
increase of the aspect ratio, Ap [10]. In order to obtain the
low-shear plasmas, Ap was set to 7.6, which is higher than
the value of the standard configuration (5.8). As the error field aﬀects the behavior of the precursor [8], the error
field is almost canceled upon application of the external
RMP using the external supplement coils [11].
The frequency, amplitude and poloidal/toroidal mode
number (m/n) of the magnetic fluctuation due to the precursor of the locked-mode-like instability were measured
using magnetic probe arrays [12]. The amplitude of the
magnetic fluctuation with almost zero frequency was measured via saddle loop arrays. The time-averaged pressure
profile was evaluated using the conventional TS system.
The radial profile of the electron temperature fluctuation
due to the precursor was evaluated through the fast TS system. It should be noted that the measurement time of the
fast TS system with an interval of 1 kHz was limited to
30 ms. By contrast, the conventional TS system with an
interval of 33 Hz can measure the pressure profile until the
plasma terminates. As the conventional TS system and the
fast TS system have a common detector and diﬀerent probe
lasers, both systems can measure the electron temperature
in the same discharge by adjusting the trigger time of the
probe lasers.
Figure 1 shows the discharge waveforms of the
locked-mode-like instability with the tearing-type precursor, where the internal mode structure during the slowingdown phase can be measured via the fast TS. Figures 1 (a)(g) show the time evolution of the volume-averaged beta,
the line-averaged electron density, the plasma current normalized by the operational magnetic field strength, the
poloidal magnetic fluctuation with m/n = 1/1, its frequency, the amplitude of the m = 1 non-rotating radial
magnetic fluctuation, and the resonant surface location estimated from the center of the flattening region of the electron temperature profile, respectively. The neutral beams
(NBs) for the plasma production and heating are injected
in the time range from t = 3.3 to 4.7 s. The plasma current
increasing the rotational transform is driven by the NBs,
and the current value gradually increases to ∼20 kA/T. In
the #160553 discharge (the black solid line in Fig. 1), the
m/n = 1/1 mode with a frequency of ∼1.4 kHz appears at
t = 3.7 s as the precursor. The frequency of the precursor
starts to decrease at 3.82 s after the constant rotating phase,
where the frequency and the magnetic fluctuation ampli-

Fig. 1 Waveforms of the discharges of the locked-mode-like instability with the tearing-type precursor. (a) Volumeaveraged beta value, (b) line-averaged electron density,
(c) plasma current normalized by the operational magnetic field strength, Bt , (a positive current leads to an
increase in the rotational transform), (d) poloidal magnetic fluctuation with m/n = 1/1, (e) frequency of a
peak wavelet component of its fluctuation, (f) amplitude
of the non-rotating radial magnetic fluctuation evaluated
via saddle loop arrays, and (g) resonant surface location.
The vertical dashed lines marked with the letters A and B
correspond to the measurement times of the fast TS system in the #160553 discharge (black lines) and #160555
discharge (red lines), respectively.

tude are almost constant. Here, the slowing-down phase
continues from t = 3.82 to 4.33 s. In the slowing-down
phase, the frequency decreases, the magnetic fluctuation
amplitude increases, and the volume-averaged beta value
gradually decreases. According to a previous work [5],
the slowing-down phase is categorized into two stages depending on the process through which the plasma flow on
the resonant surface decreases. In the first stage of the
slowing-down phase, the resonant surface moves to the
core region, where the plasma flow is small. In the second stage, the plasma flow itself decreases even if the res-
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onant surface does not move significantly. As shown in
Fig. 1 (g), the time region from 3.82 to 4.1 s, during which
the resonant surface at 4.2 m moves to 4.0 m, and the time
region from 4.1 to 4.33 s, during which the resonant surface is almost constant, are considered to be the first and
second stage, respectively.
At t = 4.33 s, the precursor rotation stops, and the amplitude of the radial magnetic fluctuation with m/n = 1/1
rapidly increases, resulting in a further reduction in the
volume-averaged beta value. By contrast, the red lines
show the waveforms of another discharge (#160555), during which the electron temperature profile is also measured
via the fast TS system. It should be noted that both discharges exhibit a similar waveform behavior of the time
evolution except for the timing of the rapid growth of the
non-rotating magnetic fluctuation.

3. Experimental Results
Figure 2 shows the radial mode structure of the precursor measured via the fast TS system at t = 4.0 s in the
slowing-down phase in the #160553 discharge (denoted as
time A in Fig. 1). It should be noticed that t = 4.0 s corresponds to the last part of the first stage in the slowing-down
phase, which means that the resonant surface moves to the
low-flow region. Here, the amplitude and the phase diﬀerence of the electron temperature fluctuations are evaluated
based on the conditional average technique [13] using the
magnetic probe signal. Here, the amplitude and the phase
diﬀerence of the electron temperature fluctuations are evaluated based on the conditional average technique [13] using the magnetic probe signal. The reason for applying the
conditional average technique is that the sampling time of
the fast TS system signals is too long (1 ms) for a precursor
frequency of about 500 Hz.
Figures 2 (a)-(d) show the radial profile of the timeaveraged electron temperature during the oscillation of
the precursor, the coeﬃcient of determination, R2 , when
the conditional averaged data is fitted by a trigonometric
function, the electron temperature fluctuation amplitude
normalized by the time-averaged electron temperature of
Fig. 2 (a), and the phase diﬀerence between the magnetic
fluctuation and the electron temperature fluctuations, respectively. Here, it is assumed that the amplitude and the
phase diﬀerence with R2 > 0.2 are meaningful. On the horizontal axis, reﬀ corresponds to the minor radius of a circular cross section equivalent to the plasma poloidal cross
section. The positive/negative sign denotes the torus outboard/inboard side. The mapping between reﬀ and the major radius of the TS system sight line was performed using
the equilibrium data such that the time-averaged electron
temperatures in the torus outboard and inboard sides are
consistent with each other. The profile of the electron temperature fluctuation amplitude in Fig. 2 (c) has two peaks
at reﬀ ≈ 0.3 m, and the phases of these peaks are inverted,
as shown in Fig. 2 (d). This suggests that the precursor has

Fig. 2 Radial profiles of the electron temperature signals measured using the fast TS system at t = 4.0 s (time A of
Fig. 1). (a) Time-averaged electron temperature, (b) coefficient of determination between the conditional average
of the electron temperature fluctuations due to the precursor and its fitting function, (c) electron temperature
fluctuation amplitude, (d) phase diﬀerence between the
magnetic fluctuation and the electron temperature fluctuations, and (e) pressure degradation level from t = 3.97 to
4.07 s. In panels (b)-(d), only the data for channels with
coherence > 0.7 are displayed. The hatched area corresponds to the rotating magnetic island region.

the tearing-parity structure. The rotating magnetic island
is supposed to be located between these peaks, as shown
in the hatched area of Fig. 2. The island width, which
was evaluated from the interval between the two peaks,
is W ≈ 0.12 m (W/ap ≈ 25%) for both the torus inboard
and outboard sides. Here, ap is the plasma minor radius.
The center of the island is rcenter ≈ 0.3 m (rcenter /ap ≈ 0.6).
In order to investigate the eﬀect of the precursor on the
time-averaged pressure profile, Fig. 2 (e) shows the profile
of the time-averaged electron pressure degradation during
an interval of 0.1 s from t = 3.97 to 4.07 s measured via
the conventional TS system. This profile was normalized
by the central electron pressure. It should be noted that
the pressure is time-averaged during an interval of 0.17 s
(five sequential time slices) in order to remove the eﬀect of
the perturbed pressure due to the precursor. This average
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Fig. 4 Conceptual diagrams of the radial profiles of (a-1) and
(b-1) the electron temperature when the O/X-point of the
rotating island is located on the TS system sight line and
(a-2) and (b-2) the amplitude of the electron temperature
fluctuation due to the rotating island. Panels (a-1) and (a2) show the rotating island, whereas panels (b-1) and (b2) show the non-rotating flattening in addition to the rotating island. The δT e profiles shown in panels (a-2) and
(b-2) are similar to those presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3,
respectively. The grey hatched area corresponds to the
rotating magnetic island region, and the yellow hatched
area corresponds to the non-rotating flattening region.
Fig. 3 Radial profiles of the electron temperature signals measured using the fast TS system at t = 4.2 s (time B of
Fig. 1). (a) Time-averaged electron temperature, (b) coherence between the magnetic fluctuation and the electron temperature fluctuations due to the precursor, (c)
electron temperature fluctuation amplitude, (d) phase difference between the magnetic fluctuation and the electron temperature fluctuations, and (e) pressure degradation level from t = 4.17 to 4.27 s. Only the data for channels with coherence > 0.7 is displayed in panels (b) and
(d), whereas the data for channels with coherence > 0.7
or δT e ≈ 0 are displayed in panel (c). The grey hatched
area corresponds to the rotating magnetic island region.
The yellow hatched area corresponds to the non-rotating
flattening region.

method was also applied to the pressure profile shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. The error bar is mainly due to the scattering of the electron density profile measured via the conventional TS system. The pressure degradation region is
located in the area ranging from the center of the island to
the plasma center, and its level is almost constant. This result suggests that the pressure profile around the magnetic
island is flattened, and the pressure in the core region is
also reduced.
Figure 3 shows the radial mode structure of the precursor measured via the fast TS system at t = 4.2 s in the
slowing-down phase in the #160555 discharge (denoted as
time B in Fig. 1). It should be noticed that t = 4.2 s corresponds to the middle part of the second stage during the

slowing-down phase [8], which means that the resonant
surface does not move significantly, and the plasma flow
itself slows down. The data in Fig. 3 does not belong to
the same discharge as that illustrated in Fig. 2. However,
the behavior of the beta value, the line-averaged electron
density, the plasma current, the magnetic fluctuation amplitude, and the mode frequency are almost the same as
those of Fig. 2 except for the timing of the rapid growth
of the non-rotating magnetic fluctuation, which was discussed in Sec. 2. Figures 3 (c) and (d) show that, even
in the second stage, the precursor has the tearing-parity
structure. Here, the amplitude and the phase diﬀerence
were evaluated using the fast Fourier transform analysis
because the fluctuation frequency (∼250 Hz) is suﬃcient
low. The peak value of the electron temperature fluctuation amplitude is not changed significantly compared with
that in the first stage. On the other hand, the magnetic
island width is ∼0.23 m (W/ap ≈ 50%) for reﬀ > 0 and
∼0.12 m (W/ap ≈ 25%) for reﬀ < 0. Compared with the
first stage, the island width is not changed significantly for
in reﬀ < 0, but the width doubles for reﬀ > 0, which means
that the width for reﬀ > 0 is larger than that for reﬀ < 0. It
should be noted that, for reﬀ > 0, there is the region where
the fluctuation amplitude is almost zero, as shown in the
yellow hatched area of Fig. 3, and the width of the region
is ∼0.05 m (10% normalized by ap ), whereas the width is
not clear for reﬀ < 0. The reason for the diﬀerent island
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widths in the torus outboard and inboard sides is discussed
in the next section. The center of the rotating island is
rcenter /ap ≈ 0.6, which is almost the same as that in the first
stage. The poloidal magnetic fluctuation amplitude measured outside the plasma in the second stage is ∼30 × 10−5 ,
which is larger than that in the first stage (∼20 × 10−5 ). In
addition, Fig. 3 (e) shows the eﬀect of the precursor on the
time-averaged pressure profile in the second stage, which
suggests that the pressure degradation level is reduced in
the core region, and the degradation region is located from
reﬀ ≈ 0.1 to ≈ 0.25 m.

4. Discussion and Summary
Figure 4 shows the conceptual diagrams of the relationship between the electron temperature profile and the
profile of the electron temperature fluctuation amplitude
(δT e ) when the island rotates. Here, T e is assumed to
be constant in both space and time in the island region.
When the X-point of the island is located on the TS system sight line, there is no flattening in the electron temperature profile, as shown in Fig. 4 (a-1). However, when
the O-point is located on the sight line, the flattening region exhibits the maximum width. In this situation, δT e
at the phase-inversion location is zero (Fig. 4 (a-2)), which
means that the electron temperature at the phase-inversion
location is constant during the island rotation. On the other
hand, when the non-rotating flattening occurs in addition to
the rotating island, the flattening region of the temperature
profile is always observed regardless of the O/X-point of
the rotating island, as shown in the yellow hatched area of
Fig. 4 (b-1). In this situation, a region with a finite width
appears, where δT e is almost zero.
According to the radial mode structure of the precursor at the middle part of the second stage during the
slowing-down phase, the finite width region with δT e ≈ 0
is observed around the resonant surface for reﬀ > 0, as
shown by the yellow hatched area of Fig. 3. This indicates that the electron temperature is constant in this region
during the island rotation. Moreover, the time-averaged
electron temperature profile is flat, as shown in Fig. 3 (a).
These results suggest that the non-rotating flattening occurs.
There are several possible interpretations for the observation that the non-rotating flattening is located at the
torus outboard side: (1) The stochasticization of the magnetic flux at the X-point of the rotating island radially expands when the X-point is located at the torus outboard
side. (2) The non-rotating component of the radial magnetic field with m/n = 1/1 appears in addition to the rotating component. (3) The asymmetric perturbed pressure
profile is caused by the non-rotating ballooning instability. For interpretation (2), the non-rotating component of
the radial magnetic field with m/n = 1/1 is not clearly observed during the slowing-down phase using the presently
installed saddle loops. This is due to the following reason.

The width of the non-rotating flattening region is 0.05 m
(W/ap ≈ 10%). Assuming there is an island with a width
of 10%, its width is converted into the magnetic fluctuation amplitude measured via the saddle loop arrays displayed in Fig. 1 (f); this corresponds to the small amplitude of ∼3 × 10−5 Wb/T. Therefore, it is diﬃcult to detect
this non-rotating component of the radial magnetic field
with m/n = 1/1 using the magnetic diagnostics. In order to clarify the mechanism for the non-rotating flattening, an investigation of the stochasticization in the torus
outboard/inboard sides and the ballooning instability is required through numerical simulations based on the experimental conditions. These are the future subjects.
Figure 5 shows the time evolution of the pressure degradation profile during the slowing-down in the
#160553 discharge of Fig. 1: panel (a) shows the profile at
the beginning of the first stage of the slowing-down phase;
panel (b) shows the profile at the last part of the first stage,
which is the same as time A of Fig. 1; panel (c) shows
the profile at the beginning of the second stage; panel (d)
shows the profile at the middle part of the second stage,

Fig. 5 Radial profiles of the electron pressure degradation level
between (a) t = 3.8 and 3.9 s, (b) t = 3.967 and 4.067 s,
(c) t = 4.067 and 4.167 s, (d) t = 4.167 and 4.267 s, and
(e) t = 4.3 and 4.4 s. The degradation level is normalized
by the central pressure. The time interval is 0.1 s.
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which is the same as time B of Fig. 1; and panel (e) shows
the profile before and after mode-locking. In each case, the
time interval is 0.1 s. The degradation level of the stored
energy at each time is 8%, 7%, 4%, 0%, and 13%, respectively. Starting from 4.33 s, the non-rotating island rapidly
grows, and the phase of the O-point of the non-rotating island is 30◦ at the poloidal cross section, which is the measurement location of the TS system. Here, the phase increases counterclockwise from Z = 0 on the outboard side,
and the line of sight of the TS system is located at Z = 0
on the outboard/inboard sides. At the beginning of the first
stage, the pressure degradation area appears to be located
slightly inside the resonant surface with reﬀ ≈ 0.3 m. However, in the last part of the first stage, the degradation region expands from the m/n = 1/1 resonant surface to the
plasma center, and its level almost doubles. Furthermore,
from the beginning part of the second stage to the middle
part, the degradation profile in the core region decreases,
the peak location moves to the core region, and the peak
value gradually decreases. Finally, the degradation level
peaks at reﬀ ≈ 0 m. By contrast, the rotating island width
at the torus outboard side normalized by ap is 25% at 4.0 s
and 50% at 4.2 s, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. These results suggest that the peak value of the pressure degradation level does not depend on the rotating island width, but
the degradation region is related to the island width.
In this study, the internal mode structure of the
tearing-type precursor of the locked-mode-like instability
was measured using the fast TS system with high spatial
and temporal resolution. It was found that, in the first
stage of the slowing-down phase, a rotating island with
a width of ∼25% normalized by the plasma minor radius

is formed. In the second stage, in addition to the abovementioned island, a non-rotating flattening with a width
of 10% normalized by the plasma minor radius appears in
the torus outboard side. In addition, the time evolution of
the pressure degradation profile in the slowing-down phase
was investigated. The pressure degradation region moves
from slightly inside the resonant surface to the center of
the plasma during the slowing-down phase.
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